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Voicemeeter potato crackling

Audio crackling!? Make sure your VB-Audio virtual devices are well installed. It must appear as shown below to play and record the device. Otherwise, you should reinstall them correctly. Hey, everybody. I have a very slight cracking on my desktop channel and mostly it's when Spotify plays - really a slight crackle. Also, when I'm all set to
44.1k audio in OBS and Voicemmetter Banana, I just can't change the Aux channel in VMB from 96k!!!!! If I have a slight cracking, I would not be surprised if yis was a problem - but I am not able to change it:/ See picture. Even with the internal sampler set to 96kHZ, the Voicemeeter VAIO is expected to operate with the mainstream at
44100Hz. However, setting it to the same sampling rate could improve quality and possibly reduce the sound of crack numbers. But the real possible reason is more in the device settings selected as output A1 (or more rarely in applications connected to the VAIO, possibly using too large a buffer). In any case, you can change the internal
latency of VAIO AUX using the Virtual AUX I/O control panel installed with Voicemeeter. And you can read this topic if you still have a problem with sound stability: Virtual Audio Mixer discussion and support ... Vincent Burel Site Admin Posts: 1429 Joined: No January 17th, 2010 12:01 pm Post vincent burel » Wed Mar 20, 2019 8:09 am
in case of a problem you must strictly follow the recommendations: viewtopic.php?f=6&amp;t=451 your ouptut A1 device must be a physical device as stable as possible (because defining the mainstream/clock). THE SWIFT MOTOR mode is experimetnal and must not be used in case of a problem. battlestrong Posts: 9 Joined: Wed
February 13, 2019 13:36 Post by battlestrong » Fri Mar 22, 2019 11:21 Vincent Burel wrote: in case of a problem you must strictly follow the recommendations: viewtopic.php?f=6&amp;t=451 your device ouptut A1 must be a physical device, as stable as possible (because you define the mainstream / clock). THE SWIFT MOTOR mode is
experimetnal and must not be used in case of a problem. I tried to follow these steps but managed to fix the WDM problem because one of my playback devices didn't have exclusive mode checked, switching between Swift mode and normal mode doesn't seem to make a difference. My main problem is with my B1 &amp; B3 outputs,
interesting B2 work is ok. Buffer sizes are not a problem because I don't hear any crackling sounds in my headphones (A1), even if I'm listening through another device. Crackling sound is only in the outputs. I tried to switch headphones but it didn't work. I'll try again and I'll also try to change my output settings (like changing B1 with B2
and that stuff) and I'll be back soon. battlestrong Posts: 9 Joined: Wed Feb 13, 2019 1:36 pm Post by battlestrong » Fri Mar 22, 2019 12:22 pm Vincent Burel wrote: in case of a problem you must strictly follow the recommendations there: your device ouptut A1 must be a physical device, as stable as possible (because it defines the main
current / clock). THE SWIFT MOTOR mode is experimetnal and must not be used in case of a problem. So I went with this sound on the desktop seems to be fine no cracking sound, what so sometimes . Well in OBS there is no problem, but in shadowplay it is, but it still does not explain the crackling sound that my teammates hear
through disagreements (maybe it's fixed now IDK). But now I know the problem is in the shadows... battlestrong Posts: 9 Linked: Wed Feb 13, 2019 1:36 pm Post by battlestrong » Fri Mar 22, 2019 4:06 pm Okay nwm problem still remains, Discord and shadowplay cracking, obs work fine... it is much less reasonable tho How can I check if
my A1 device works well? Should I switch headsets? Vincent Burel Site Admin Posts: 1429 Joined: No Jan 17, 2010 12:01 pm Post by Vincent Burel » Sat Mar 23, 2019 7:33am your A1 device is stable when the sound is stable on this device when you are listening to something. If the problem is located on a virtual output connection to
Discord or Shadow play ... this is possible because the VAIO buffer is not large enough for these applications (using too large an audio buffer). One possible solution should be to increase the internal latency of MAX VAIO, for example, to 16384 (using the virtual I/O control panel installed with Voicemeeter - REBOOT after). and set
latency to 16384 too (always using the Virtual I/O Control Panel app). Then check to see if it will solve your problem. battlestrong Posts: 9 Joined: Wed Feb 13, 2019 1:36pm Post by battlestrong » Sat Mar 23, 2019 3:17pm Vincent Burel wrote: your A1 device is stable when the sound is stable on this device when you are listening to
something. If the problem is located on a virtual output connection to Discord or Shadow play ... this is possible because the VAIO buffer is not large enough for these applications (using too large an audio buffer). One possible solution should be to increase the internal latency of MAX VAIO, for example, to 16384 (using the virtual I/O
control panel installed with Voicemeeter - REBOOT after). and set latency to 16384 too (always using the Virtual I/O Control Panel app). Then check to see if it will solve your problem. So I increased Max latency to 16384 as you said it helped a bit, cracking is still there, but not as much as before. tried it with 32768, but it's the same.
Vincent Burel Site Admin Posts: 1429 United: Ne Jan 17, 2010 12:01 pm Post by Vincent Burel » No March 24, 2019 8:57 am 32768 is above the size of the DMA (so we are sure that no problem buffer size there), so if the problem remains, it means that it is located somewhere else. In the video, the interrupted stream is placed only in
your capture ? or can you live watch in your output A1 device? You device-related capabilities in different capture apps? do you have an audio device conflict ? it means that you have the same audio point of the device in several applications ? battlestrong Posts: 9 Joined: Wed Feb 13, 2019 1:36 pm Post by battlestrong » Sun Mar 24,
2019 10:57 Vincent Burel wrote: 32768 is above the size of the DMA (so we are sure that there will be no problem with the size of the buffer), so if the problem remains, it means that it is located somewhere else. In the video, the interrupted stream is placed only in your capture ? or can you live watch in your output A1 device? do you
have any device-related options in different capture apps? do you have an audio device conflict ? that is, you use the same audio point device in several applications? Yes, the problem is only located in the outputs. I can't live to watch in my A1 even though I run thought voicemeeter The reason I use OBS along with shadowplay is that I
want to be able to stream in 720P 30fps and have my highlights in 1080P 60 fps. The OBS is also a buffer playback option, but I would have to downgrade it to 1080P to 30 fps and it would put a much bigger load on my system. So that's the reason. I had a similar setting before when the potatoes hadn't even been out yet. I had a B1 for
my microphone and a B2 for my mismatches and a microphone combined (B2 was for shadowplay) and then in OBS I would combine all the sounds together, but I wouldn't have the ability to mute, raise or reduce some devices and it would just be a mess because for example I heard my game differently than the current. I don't think
that's the but I don't know if I checked properly. Correctly.
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